design corner

KIRA KRÜMM’S

KOASTAL DESIGN
Inspired by the natural beauty of places where land meets
sea, one award-winning designer is back home and
dedicated to redefining coastal design for luxury lifestyles
throughout the Naples area.
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As the living room’s focal point, a glass

mosaic tiled wall featuring a photograph by Jim
Freeman, is flanked by tall, vertical mirrors atop
a custom built-in bar. Twin oak nesting cocktail
tables and armchairs in antiqued driftwood

I

nterior designer Kira Krümm has been at the forefront of modern interior design for more than two decades.
Establishing her firm in Naples in the early 2000’s, Krümm quickly developed a solid reputation for creating

award-winning lifestyle environments that are both inspiring and timeless. For the past decade, Krümm has been
designing from her headquarters in Southwest Florida’s Premier Design Center, but in 2017 the designer decided to

complement the gray washed oak flooring.

bring her firm, Koastal Design Group – Kira Krümm & Co, “back home” to Naples with a beautiful new studio

Vibrant blue accents echo the pool beyond.

nestled in the heart of downtown Naples — blocks from City Dock in Crayton Cove. “We love that our studio is near
the homes we design and we are back in the heart of Naples,” Krümm says.

Located just steps from the waterfront

Koastal Design Group specializes in luxury residential and commercial interior design for renovation and new

in Crayton Cove, the designer’s new studio

construction. The company embodies more than a design aesthetic; but a lifestyle philosophy that celebrates luxury

left:

showcases decor from her signature product
line, the Kira Krümm Koastal Kollection that
includes luxury bedding and accessories.

and livability throughout all elements of the home.
Koastal Design Group’s talented team is renowned for exceptional service and uncompromising quality, creating
unforgettable interiors such as this 6,400-square-foot Old Naples beach cottage (shown opposite and far left). For
additional information, call 239/992-5586 or visit koastaldesigngroup.com. N
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